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Abstract
The problem of beauty emerges as a relative and individual sensual experience under a general and universal concept. As to what that general/universal property of beauty
is and under which conditions it can be satisfied in view of its subjective and sensual
origins will be the problem to be dealt with here. In that vein, we will be contrasting two
different approaches, namely Kantian and Platonic and consequently restrict ourselves
to their thoughts on this issue which seem to come up with totally contradictory results.
Thus, contrasting of the two may seem in a way as a spanning of the history of thinking
on the problem of beauty in its two basic antithetical positions. Accordingly, Kant will
be discussed critically in his analysis of beauty in Critique of the Power of Judgment
together with his crucial definition of “symbol” at the end of the first part of the book.
In contrast, Plato will be discussed as to his notion of philosophy itself being dependent
upon the experience of beauty, only to discover that according to his thought, aesthetics is
philosophy as the ontological experience per se. Conclusively, the difference between two
views on that matter will be discussed taking up symbol as a necessary criterion and a
guide for understanding the problem of beauty itself.
Keywords: Plato, Kant, Problem of Beauty, Kalos/Eros, Universal/Individual,
Symbol.
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Beginning with Kant, we must never forget that our notion of ‘aesthetics’
today is underlined by Kantian subjectivism. However, Kant’s notion of ‘subjectivity’ depends not on a state of mind but upon the ontological conditions of man’s
inherent faculties. The subjectivism concerning his aesthetics shows no exception
although the kind of judgment concerning beauty as a judgment of taste deviates from the norm of other judgments known as empirical and logical in an essential way. Therefore, we must first get to know what Kant means by judgment.
According to his Critique of Pure Reason (Kritik der reinen Vernunf ), “judgment
(Urtheil)” is the “mediate knowledge/cognition (Erkenntniß) of an object, hence,
the representation of a representation of it” (KrV, A 68/B 93). In other words,
judgment is the reflective function of the mind. This is closely related to another
important definition that “understanding” is nothing but the faculty of judgment
(KrV, A 69/B 94).1 Does this mean that judgment of beauty must belong to understanding as a faculty? Things get complicated when it comes to the aesthetic
judgment inasmuch as the experience of pleasure or displeasure cannot be determined as cognitive. Now as long as there is judgment, understanding as the faculty
of judgment should be involved in some way. Yet, aesthetic judgments cannot be
objective as in the case of empirical judgments for they must essentially refer to
“subject” in order to be a “taste”. In a following manner, aesthetic judgments also
differ from logical ones in terms of lacking objective employment to be knowledge:
They are felt rather then known.
This short introduction brings us to the “moments” of beauty as Kant calls
them in the Critique of the Power of Judgment (Kritik der Urteilskraft). The “first
moment” of beauty is as follows: Insofar the judgment of taste is disinterested
in its subjective employment, it is a delight (or, satisfaction) for its own sake and
the object of such a delight is called beautiful (KU, 211). Here Kant seems to
provide us with a definition of taste which defies mere delight as an “agreeable”
interest. This will directly lead to the “second moment” in which the beautiful
is determined within “subjectively universal validity”. It is here that Kant brings
his favorite notion of “free play” between two faculties, namely imagination and
understanding in their mutual accordance to form aesthetic judgment (KU, 217).
However, as it is obvious from Kant’s own statement in “The Dialectic of the
Aesthetic Power of Judgment”, aesthetic idea is conjoined to a given representation by imagination. Therefore, understanding is not needed in the aesthetic judgment to provide the concept; it only serves as a ground of judgment for general
validity. For Kant, beauty is a concept not of understanding but of reason and as
such it is an “aesthetic idea” which must be differentiated from rational idea in that
the former is an intuition of imagination to which no determinate concept can be
given whereas the latter is a concept of supersensible to which no intuition can be
1

“(…) Verstand überhaupt als ein Vermögen zu urtheilen (…).”
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not match the concept of reason. Inasmuch as the sensible intuition is inadequate
to represent the kind of concept that reason thinks then the imagination is compelled to interpret. This interpretation according to Kant is done in an analogous
way as the birth of symbol as follows:
“All intuitions that are ascribed to concepts a priori are thus either schemata or
symbols, the first of which contain direct, the second indirect presentations of the
concept. The first do this demonstratively, the second by means of an analogy (for
which empirical intuitions are also employed), in which the power of judgment
performs a double task, first applying the concept to the object of a sensible intuition, and then, second, applying the mere rule of reflection on that intuition to an
entirely different object, of which the first is only the symbol.” (KU, 352).
It is difficult to understand Kant here unless we make explicate what he
means by the “rule of reflection (Regel der Reflexion)”. This is because, in Kant’s
view, the analogical ground of symbol is justified as a result of observing that which
is in schematism. The rule of reflection simply applies what it observes in schematism. Schema in Kant as the product of pure imagination has the crucial role of
forming the nexus of pure concepts of understanding -which goes by the name
categories after Aristotle- and the appearance in order to form the reality as we
know (KrV, B 201-202). Hence, schematism is the application of the pure concepts
of understanding to the appearance while in symbolism the concept to be applied
belongs to the reason exclusively. The question then is: How symbolism takes place
in an analogous fashion as the observation of what goes in schematism? Kant’s
example is the hand-mill for the despotic state which for him is determined by “individual absolute will”. First of all, the concept “individual absolute will” as reason
thinks is applied to the sensible intuition “hand-mill” as its “mode of operation” on
a bodily, physical level. Then merely applying this “mode of operation” as the rule
of reflection to “despotic state” but this time on a socio-political level insofar it is in
the form of reflection that the agreement with the concept is formed and not in its
content. Otherwise we will be picturing the despotic state literally as a hand-mill.
This rule of reflection or procedure which is applied to “despotic state” and “handmill” in an analogous fashion is what makes the conversion possible between these
two different objects in a symbolic way. Thus he writes as follows:
“For between a despotic state and a hand-mill there is, of course, no similarity, but there is one between the rule for reflecting on both and their causality.” (KU, 352).
But isn’t it exactly in the rules of reflection that this “function”, as Kant calls
it, should be explained? However, Kant evades the problem all too hastily:
“This business has as yet been little discussed, much as it deserves a deeper
investigation; but this is not the place to dwell on it.” (KU, 352).
Dört Öge-Yıl 4-Sayı 9-Nisan 2016
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intuition must be found. Just as a plate is homologous to circle logically (KrV, A
137/B 176), the bird in the sky is homologous to freedom imaginatively. In symbolization, the essence of this congruence depends upon the meaning of a concept
which in turn lies in its mimetic value as a lived experience. If we are to take Kant’s
own example, it is easy to see why it fails to be a symbol because the meaning of
despotic state does not lie in its ‘mode of operation’ as an “individual absolute will”
which is only an analytical determination of its formal structure. Rather, it lies in
its content as a mimetic value which is nothing but a lived experience and in that
specific sense despotic state can only mean; to be under the rule of a dictatorship.
Hence its symbol should be thought from within this passive if not oppressive state
of mind this kind of state creates in the minds of its citizens under one man’s rule.
More to the point, in that empathetic ability to find homologous expressions lies
the mimetic essence of imagination true to its etymology as einbildungskraft: The
formative power.
As we see, it is purely by the power of imagination that a general, universal
concept like peace can appear in a particular, individual dove as its symbol, but
then there are others. For an example, justice appears as a blindfolded female figure
holding a scale in balance and a sword in each hand. What if we ask the same for
beauty? Are we justified in asking for a symbol of beauty? Inasmuch as beauty as
an ‘aesthetic idea’ comes to be determined as an object of sensible intuition called
beautiful, the answer should be affirmative. Does this mean there is some kind of a
symbol for beauty like we have for justice? Yet, how beauty can be represented apart
from anything beautiful? This brings us to an inevitable conclusion that whenever
something is beautiful, that particular, sensible object with its form becomes the
symbol of beauty as its direct homologous expression. In that sense, just as schema
forms the nexus of pure concepts of understanding and appearance to form the
experience of reality, symbol conjoins aesthetic idea to a congruent sensible model
image to form the experience of beauty. Consequently, symbolization forms the
modus operandi of beauty in its representation in any individual exemplary presentation as beautiful. This presentation as an individual existence of ‘aesthetic idea’ in
concreto is neither analogical nor the result of a “harmonious free play” of faculties
but an original product of pure imagination. As such, it is the free employment of
schematism: A ‘creative’ synthesis of intelligible and sensible.
Such a notion of the experience of beauty founded on symbolization as a free
schematism inevitably questions the very existence of aesthetic judgment. If in any case
judgment is defined as a reflected capacity of the mind in the form of a representation,
the experience of beauty in its authentic sense cannot be determined as a judgment at
all. This is because it resides in the pre-reflective level as a direct expression. How then
we will differentiate the pre-reflective modes of beauty from the reflective ones which
come out as the most general experience of beauty under the name taste?
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are looking for; reflective and pre-reflective modes of beauty. We shall be dwelling
on a few lines taken from this prolific text but it will be enough to show the irreconcilable gap between Platonic and Kantian views on beauty.
In that particular passage, Socrates is telling that beauty born of a heavenly
origin descends to the world through the clearest aperture of sense, shining in clearness for sight being the keenest. However, this is true only if the descent of beauty
as a shining forth is not seen via phronesis otherwise the lover is overwhelmed by
the feelings of awe (Phaidros, 250d). Now the word for awe in the original Greek
text is “deinous” which simply means “dread” as well as “overpowering” in the sense
of being wondrous and marvelous. So we must get to know why a word like deinos is used in the context of beauty which is supposed to be rather pleasant. This
“pleasance” as the definition of beauty here in this world together with “clearance” is expressed in the text as “ekphanestatôn kai erasmiotatôn”; the most radiant
and the most pleasant (Phaidros, 250d-e). Note that being most pleasant literally
means the loveliest because love as eros lies at the root of every pleasance. As for
ekphanestatôn it is not that simple since beauty according to this phrase is not an
added aspect to the phenomena from without but an emergence from within. Now
insofar any sensible phenomenon for Plato is deemed to me on and not a genuine
being as ontos on then beauty as a shining forth is a flicker of true and unchanging being shone through the transient and ever changing phenomena. This is in
agreement with Plato’s view that beauty is an eidos or idea abiding in itself as a
determination of being. That’s why, our sight when catches this flicker of beauty in
a sensible object is filled with lasting impressions of pleasance and clearance. In a
way, it is a scarce view of the real being. However, when phronesis is involved, this
mere viewing becomes a vis-à-vis experience with beauty in its full glory. It is this
overpowering presence of beauty which is expressed by the word deinos as “awe”.
In that sense, we are brought to the presence of beauty in itself rather than merely
viewing its sensible substitute. Known as a practical wisdom in general, phronesis
in this particular context means; to experience the abiding beauty in its full majesty
as a lover. As such beauty here is at once the most sublime: Pleasance and awe are
just two sides of the same coin. Compared to this, Kantian sublime as the hopeless
elevation of imagination to an unreachable height of rational idea by means of the
“speculative” interest of reason and thereupon falling down inevitably due to the
impossibility of the task like Icarus is a theater piece resulted in the abandoning of
the original sense of beauty. Kant avoided the fact that in its original sense beauty
and sublime is one and the same thing.
However, Plato cannot provide us with the remedy as well. Despite the fact
that Plato is very keen on beauty (Phaidon, 100d) even to the point of defining
philosophia on the basis and inseparability of eros and kalos, his famous hypostatization (rather than merely proposing difference or even distinction) of beauty
Dört Öge-Yıl 4-Sayı 9-Nisan 2016
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